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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns a Written Reminder given an Operating Clerk Typist for insubordination.

Facts of the Case
Company modified a work procedure for investigating tree-related outages in December
2003. The Vegetation Management Supervisor in Area 4 attended a meeting of peers on
February 4, 2004 at which he learned his was the only Area that had not implemented the
modified procedure.

On February 11, the supervisor emailed the grievant reminding her of the modified procedure
including the work procedure instructions. The grievant responded via email the same day
that she would continue with the old procedure. Another email exchange occurred the next
day, February 12. Again, the grievant refused to make the change indicating she would do
so only if "IBEW tells me to relinquish this duty." The grievant's email went to 10 people in
addition to the supervisor.

Discussion
Union noted the supervisor's comment during the investigative meeting on February 19,
"there was a serious lack of communication and looking back he would have handled this
whole process differently." Union argued that there was no direct order to perform the work;
no admonition that the grievant was being insubordinate.

Further, Union noted this is the first case they were aware of that involved insubordination by
email, a new phenomenon. Most commonly these acts of misconduct occur in face-to-face
situations.



Company responded that it was clear from the email exchange and by the grievant's own
admission that she understood what was expected of her, but because she disagreed with
the change refused to carry it out. The grievant resorted to self-help rather than comply and
grieve. The grievant's misconduct was magnified when she included other employees in her
email to the supervisor and tended to undermine the supervisor's authority.

The PRC noted that the Written Reminder is soon to deactivate and the grievant has had no
further discipline.

Decision
The PRC agrees that the Written Reminder was issued for just and sufficient cause. This
case is closed without adjustment.
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